GB-2/32 500 PTO Powered Orchard Sprayer

Leaf Guard Option
21.5L Ribbed Tire Option

DK Turning Hitch
Myers 2-Stage Centrifugal Pump
Adjustable Air Vanes
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QUALITY BUILT
SINCE 1945
GB-2/32 500
PTO DRIVE SPRAYER

STANDARD FEATURES
- 500 Gallon 304 stainless steel tank
- 36 GPM / 600 PSI comet® diaphragm pump
- Twin 32” diameter, 6-blade axial flow steel fans
- 2 speed gearbox with neutral
- Heavy duty PTO shaft
- Air-O-Fan 90° DK turning hitch
- Tank drive shaft w/ rundown clutch
- 1” 304 stainless steel mechanical agitation
- Cable type remote control
- 304 stainless steel strainers
- Spraying systems Teejet® ceramic nozzles
- 13.5Lx16.1 8 ply ANS turf tires
- Galvanized fan housing
- Heavy duty hubs and spindles
- Composite nylon adjustable air vanes w/ specialty valves

OPTIONS
- 600 Gallon tank configuration
- Indented tank
- 100 GPM / 145 PSI Myers® 2 stage centrifugal pump
- 53 GPM / 600 PSI Comet® Pump (Model IDS 2200)
- Hydraulic and electric control valves
- 2” and 3” Stainless steel fill connections
- Rear leaf guard
- 21.5Lx16.1 ribbed implement tires

SPECIFICATIONS
- Height............61”
- Weight............500 Gal. = 2,780 lbs.
- Length............15’5”
- Width............81”
- Air velocity.....130 mph (approx.)
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